Event-triggered passivity and synchronization of delayed multiple-weighted coupled reaction-diffusion neural networks with non-identical nodes.
This paper solves the event-triggered passivity and synchronization problems for delayed multiple-weighted coupled reaction-diffusion neural networks (DMWCRDNNs) composed of non-identical nodes with and without parameter uncertainties. On one side, by designing appropriate event-triggered controllers, several passivity and synchronization criteria for DMWCRDNNs with certain parameters under the designed event-triggered conditions are derived based on the Lyapunov functional method and some inequality techniques. On the other side, we consider that the external perturbations may lead the parameters in network model to containing uncertainties, robust event-triggered passivity and synchronization for DMWCRDNNs with parameter uncertainties are investigated. Finally, two examples with numerical simulation results are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the obtained theoretical results.